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Ohio Supreme Court clarifies contract provisions
for getting paid in full on construction projects
The Ohio Supreme Court on July 17, 2014 issued an opinion very important to
construction contractors, subcontractors, and suppliers in terms of getting paid in full
on construction projects and who shoulders the risk when the project owner doesn’t pay.
Over the years, general contractors often try to protect themselves where the
project owner fails to pay the general contractor, but the general contractor is still
on the hook to pay its subcontractors and suppliers. In its contracts with the subs
and suppliers, the general contractor will often provide that it will pay its subs and
suppliers, but only when or if the general contractor is paid by the project owner.
Ohio courts have generally interpreted these clauses by categorizing them as a “pay
when paid” or a “pay if paid” clause. Most important, the results can be vastly
different. In short, Ohio courts have generally held that a “pay when paid” clause
still obligates the general contractor to pay its subs and suppliers even if the owner
doesn’t pay the general contractor. But, a “pay if paid” clause does fully protect the
general contractor who does not have to pay if the owner doesn’t pay the contractor.
In Transtar Electric, Inc. v. A.E.M. Electric Services, 2014-Ohio-3095, the Ohio
Supreme Court revisited this area of law and in a 5 to 2 decision upheld the validity
of a “pay if paid” clause holding that, under such a clause, a general contractor was
not required to pay its subcontractor if the project owner had not paid the general.
Most important, the Court also set very specific requirements for the establishment
of a “pay if paid” clause requiring, for example, that the contract specifically set out
the owner’s payment as a “condition precedent” to the general’s obligation to pay
its subcontractors and suppliers.
With the Transtar Electric decision now firmly on the books in Ohio, every contractor
and supplier in Ohio should review its contract language, and every contract it signs,
to assure that the contract does – or does not – set out a proper “pay if paid” clause.
The results can be significant – even catastrophic – in terms of who is left unpaid if
the project owner does not pay in full for the work.
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It is also important to remember and consider that there may be other collection
remedies, even in the face of an effective “pay if paid” clause. Contractors and
suppliers must be fully aware of those rights and remedies if they are to succeed in
this competitive construction environment in Ohio.

As always, we welcome our feedback and invite you to share your thoughts, topics of interest, and concerns with us – please
consider contacting one of our group members Brian L. Buzby or Ryan P. Sherman or any member of Porter Wright’s
Construction practice group.
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